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Project 1: Development of Scab Resistant Wheat Cultivars for Kansas.

1. What major problem or issue is being resolved and how are you resolving it?

Serious scab (Fusarium head blight) epidemics occurred in Kansas in 1982, 1990, 1993, and 1995 and annual losses average $2.1 million. Approximately one million acres of wheat in the eastern part of Kansas are annually at risk from scab where rainfall is higher during heading and corn residue is more prevalent. Since 1980, wheat acreage in the eastern one quarter of Kansas has declined by two thirds and a major cause of the decline has been farmer aversion to the risk of scab epidemics. Therefore, the availability of cultivars with resistance to scab is highly desirable for eastern Kansas. Additionally, there are three main reasons that scab has the potential to become much more prevalent in central Kansas where wheat is the traditional dominant crop (about 5 million additional wheat acres). First, there is a trend for increasing cultivation of corn in that part of the state, the main reservoir of inoculum of the scab pathogen. Second, there is a strong trend for decreasing tillage, which allows spore production and release from the residue. Third, the prevalent varieties in central Kansas are susceptible to scab. Resistant wheat cultivars adapted to this area of Kansas would also be highly desirable. Genetic resistance offers the best hope for economic management of this disease. The long-term goal of this research is to develop hard red and hard white winter wheat cultivars adapted for Kansas with improved resistance to scab. Short term objectives are to: 1) test existing local cultivars for resistance, 2) test advanced breeding lines for resistance, 3) test exotic germplasm lines for resistance, 4) test the Northern Uniform Winter Wheat Scab Nursery and the Tri-state (Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota) Scab Nurseries for reaction to scab, and 5) incorporate new sources of scab resistance into the Kansas wheat breeding program. Testing will be done in misted field nurseries using soil-applied infested corn grain inoculum and in the greenhouse using single-floret inoculations. Visual disease evaluation methods will be used to rate the percentage spikelets infected by the pathogen. Data will be disseminated to wheat producers and used by wheat breeders as they make selections for future Kansas cultivars.

2. List the most important accomplishment and its impact (how is it being used?).

Complete all three sections (repeat sections for each major accomplishment):

Accomplishment:

Until involvement in the USDA Scab Initiative, there was virtually no effort to identify sources of scab resistance in Kansas breeding programs. The Initiative has resulted in the development of accurate and efficient greenhouse and field testing nurseries that are providing useful ratings for current cultivars in Kansas, advanced breeding lines, and allow participation in the Regional Scab Nursery. Respectively, these nurseries allow dissemination of information to growers on the reaction of current commercial cultivars, selection by breeders for scab resistance in their breeding lines, and identification of additional sources of resistance from other breeding efforts in the region that can be incorporated into Kansas breeding lines. Kansas has also taken the lead in organizing a Tri-state Scab Screening Nursery for the hard red winter wheat breeding programs of Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota. This latter nursery provides valuable data on the reaction of hard red winter wheat cultivars to scab in their area of adaptation. The long-term goal of the research is to develop, deploy, and advertise winter wheat cultivars adapted for Kansas with improved levels of resistance to scab.
Impact:

Two commercial cultivars in Kansas (Hondo and Heyne) were identified in 2000 (and confirmed in later years) as having good levels of scab resistance (3 and 4 on the 1-9 scale where 1=immune and 9=highly susceptible). During the past few years, these cultivars have averaged only 12 and 15% scab, respectively compared with about 50% in susceptible cultivars. Similarly, the recently-released cultivar Lakin has shown moderate levels of resistance with 22-34% scab. Six other commercial cultivars have also displayed moderate levels of resistance equal to, or better than, Lakin. Therefore, we have identified a few genes for scab resistance already present in cultivars adapted to Kansas that can be used by producers and may be potential sources of resistance for the development of future cultivars. Finally, both KSU wheat breeders and the USDA wheat geneticist have been involved in the project by having their breeding lines evaluated for resistance to scab. Several breeding “populations” are tested each year from which the breeders make selections of promising lines showing resistance. Also, there are approximately 40 advanced breeding lines (The Kansas Intrastate Nursery) that are tested each year.

As a result of that accomplishment, what does your particular clientele, the scientific community, and agriculture as a whole have now that they didn’t have before?

Because of the scab testing efforts, a new column for reaction to “Head Scab” was added to the popular KSU extension publication Wheat Variety Disease and Insect Ratings for the fall, 2000 issue and has been updated in subsequent years. For the first time, this has allowed producers in Kansas to use the reaction to scab to help select cultivars for planting. Similarly, data produced from nurseries funded by the Scab Initiative have recently been incorporated into another popular extension publication (Kansas Performance Tests with Winter Wheat Varieties). Both publications are available as “hard copy” or online. The involvement of breeders and the wheat geneticist has resulted in significant progress to improve the level of resistance to scab in future commercial wheat cultivars. Additionally, this research has resulted in a germplasm release in 2004 from Kansas State University with resistance to scab derived from Triticum timopheevii ssp. armeniacum.
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